
~Class 2 ~ Mrs. Romeo ~ MAIN LESSON ~
Sugestd Tasks for 15 June- 12 June 2020
 

Songs and Recitation
*Morning Verse
*Birthday Verse (if it is your day)

Maths Game- 15 min
Roll dice to make numbers up to four digits. 
Use your gems to make the numbers.
Count your gems in their value.
i.e. 4,216
4 Rubies- 1,000,  2,000,  3,000,  4,000. 
2 Emeralds- 100,  200
1 Sapphire- 10
6 Gold nuggets- 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Make your own story and world using 'FUH' words spelled with PH and GH.
Make a short story, rhyming or not, using some GH and PH words in your ML Book. Create 
a person, animal or creature and give them a name containing GH or PH. 
Your person wakes up one day and everything is different around them. Their mission is to 
find new, improved and helpful ways to adapt to their new environment.

Draw a picture to go along with it on the following page.

During the week, you could make a puppet show theatre using a box and any materials or  
objects you can find to create the new world and your person/animal. There may be things 
suspended from the sky (top of the box) or things that move by cutting a hole and controlling 
them from the outside of the box.

Form Drawing (movement aspect 10 min/ drawing 15 min)
(see form drawing link in main lesson)
Do any of these movements of the form before drawing it in your main lesson book:
-Walk the form BIG
-make the form with a long piece of string or rope
-draw it in the sand
-draw it in the air with your arm, your elbow, your nose...



-make it with a trail of stones, leaves, objects you have at home

Saint Francis Play
Practice saying your lines. Use gestures to help you.

The King of Ireland's Son- 
This week we will read The House of Crom Duv V, pages 232- 240 and The House of Crom 
Duv VI- VII, pages 241- 250.

Drawing and Writing in ML Book- The King of Ireland's Son
Draw a picture from a part of the The King of Ireland's Son which we have heard this week. 
Be sure to make a border and use blending.
Write about something that has happened to Flann on the following page. Use your 
guidelines and take your time writing in cursive. Can you use at least one word that has a 
'FUH' sound but is made with either PH or GH in your writing?

Love,
Mrs. Romeo






